HamiltonBuhl®
5-Person Sack-O-Phones with Galaxy "Starfish" Jackbox and 5 HA2-GRN Green Personal-Sized Headphones

This Sack-O-Phones bag is a unique way to store and carry your headphones, doubles as a knapsack and includes 5 HA2-GRN headphones with green accents and 3.5mm TRS plug.

HamiltonBuhl® HA2-GRN are personal-sized, on-ear headphones that are reliable and lightweight, ideal for today’s tech-filled classrooms.

With the ever-growing classroom technology, each student needs high quality, durable yet comfortable headphones to get the most out of their high-tech lessons. HA2-GRN headphones not only provide high quality sound, but the lightweight, on-ear design allows for all-day comfort and easy compact storage.

Also included in this kit is the Galaxy Starfish design jackbox, which is "daisy-chainable" – you can add another Galaxy Starfish jackbox to share with up to 9 people.

With features such as our unique Dura-Cord™ (chew, kink and knot-resistant, PVC-jacketed, braided cord), and the Anti-Lice storage bag (heavy-duty, write-on, moisture-resistant, reclosable bag that kills lice within 24-48 hours), HA2-GRN headphones are the ideal choice for day-to-day school lessons.

An ideal headphone for testing, too!

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GJB5HA2ORG (Orange)
GJB5HA2BLU (Blue)
GJB5HA2PPL (Purple)

Specifications
- Cushions: Foam, replaceable
- Design: Personal-sized, on-ear
- Speaker drivers: 40mm
- Frequency response: 50-16,000 Hz
- Impedance: 32Ω
- Sensitivity: 90dB ±4dB
- Anti-Lice Storage Bag
- Plug: 3.5mm Stereo, 120° thin barrel
- Cord: 5’ Dura-Cord™
- Prop 65 Compliant

Product: 2.3 lbs., 17” x 15” x 7”
Warranty: 1 Year

Compatible with
- MP3 Players
- Cell Phones/Mobile Devices
- Tablets/eReaders
- Chromebooks
- Computers - Mac & PC
- CD Players/Stereos
- TVs
- Most Gaming Systems

Optional Accessories
HygenX25 – Disposable Sanitary Ear Cushion Covers (Box of 50 pair)